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(57) This disclosure provides a method, performed
at a hearing device, for updating a hearing device con-
figuration at the hearing device of a hearing system. The
hearing system comprises the hearing device, a fitting
device configured to be controlled by a dispenser and a
server device. The method comprises receiving a con-
figuration package and a configuration authentication
package, the configuration authentication package com-
prising a dispenser certificate. The method comprises
determining if an update criterion is fulfilled. The update
criterion is based on verifying the configuration authen-
tication package. The method comprises updating the
hearing device configuration based on the configuration
package if the update criterion is fulfilled.
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Description

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a hearing sys-
tem comprising a server device, a hearing device, and a
user accessory device. In particular, the present disclo-
sure relates to methods for updating the hearing device
configuration, related hearing devices, and related user
accessory devices.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Wireless communication to and from different
entities of a hearing system has been increasing in con-
tinuation of the developments within wireless communi-
cation technology. However, the new technologies entail
new challenges for the hearing aid manufacturers in or-
der to secure communication in a hearing system. Wire-
less communication interfaces of a hearing system de-
sirably use an open standard-based interface. However,
this poses many challenges in terms of security. Further,
a hearing device is a very small device with strict con-
straints in terms of computational power, memory space
etc.

SUMMARY

[0003] There is a need for hearing devices, user ac-
cessory devices, and methods that provide an improved
and effective security supporting an updating of the hear-
ing device configuration, e.g. a remote fitting or a remote
fine-tuning of the hearing device. Further, there is a need
for devices and methods reducing the risk that the hear-
ing device performs an update using configuration data
being compromised by a third (unauthorized) party.
[0004] It is an object of this disclosure to provide a
method, performed at a hearing device, for updating a
hearing device configuration at the hearing device of a
hearing system. The hearing system comprises the hear-
ing device, a fitting device configured to be controlled by
a dispenser and a server device. The method comprises
receiving a configuration package and a configuration
authentication package, the configuration authentication
package comprising a dispenser certificate. The method
comprises determining if an update criterion is fulfilled.
The update criterion is based on verifying the configura-
tion authentication package. The method comprises up-
dating the hearing device configuration based on the con-
figuration package if the update criterion is fulfilled.
[0005] This disclosure relates to a method performed
at a user accessory device, for remote configuration of
a hearing device in a hearing system. The method may
be performed at a user application installed on the user
accessory device. The hearing system comprises the
hearing device associated with the user accessory de-
vice, the user accessory device, a fitting device, and a
server device. The user accessory device is associated,
paired, or coupled with the hearing device, such as wire-
lessly coupled. The method comprises receiving one or

more of a configuration verification package, a configu-
ration authentication package, and a configuration pack-
age from the server device. The configuration package
comprises a configuration payload block and a control
block (such as metadata). The method comprises deter-
mining if a verification criterion is fulfilled. The verification
criterion is based at least on verifying one of the config-
uration verification package, the configuration authenti-
cation package, and the configuration package. The
method comprises transmitting the configuration authen-
tication package and/or the configuration package to the
hearing device if the verification criterion is fulfilled.
[0006] This disclosure relates to a hearing device com-
prising a processor configured to compensate for a hear-
ing loss of a user based on a hearing device configura-
tion; an interface; and a memory unit. The hearing device
is configured to perform the method disclosed herein.
[0007] This disclosure relates to a user application con-
figured to be installed on a user accessory device of a
hearing system. The user accessory device comprises
a processing unit; a memory unit; and an interface. The
user application, when installed on the user accessory
device is configured to perform the method disclosed
herein.
[0008] This disclosure relates to a user accessory de-
vice of a hearing system. The user accessory device
comprises a processing unit; a memory unit; and an in-
terface. The user accessory device is configured to per-
form the method disclosed herein.
[0009] It is an advantage of the present disclosure that
the disclosed hearing device and the disclosed use ac-
cessory device support a secure remote configuration or
remote tuning that is compliant with the limited compu-
tational power of the hearing device.
[0010] Thus, the present disclosure advantageously
provides methods, related hearing devices, related user
applications, and related user accessory devices that en-
able an effective and secure remote configuration of the
hearing device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The above and other features and advantages
of the present disclosure will become readily apparent to
those skilled in the art by the following detailed descrip-
tion of exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to
the attached drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a hearing system,

Fig. 2 is a flow diagram of an exemplary method per-
formed at a hearing device according to this
disclosure,

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of an exemplary method per-
formed at a user accessory device, or a user
application installed thereon, according to this
disclosure,
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Fig. 4 schematically illustrates an exemplary configu-
ration package, and an exemplary configura-
tion verification package according to this dis-
closure,

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates an exemplary configu-
ration authentication package according to this
disclosure,

Fig. 6 schematically illustrates an exemplary hearing
device according to this disclosure, and

Fig. 7 schematically illustrates an exemplary user ac-
cessory device according to this disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] Various exemplary embodiments and details
are described hereinafter, with reference to the figures
when relevant. It should be noted that the figures may or
may not be drawn to scale and that elements of similar
structures or functions are represented by like reference
numerals throughout the figures. It should also be noted
that the figures are only intended to facilitate the descrip-
tion of the embodiments. They are not intended as an
exhaustive description of the invention or as a limitation
on the scope of the invention. In addition, an illustrated
embodiment needs not have all the aspects or advan-
tages shown. An aspect or an advantage described in
conjunction with a particular embodiment is not neces-
sarily limited to that embodiment and can be practiced in
any other embodiments even if not so illustrated, or if not
so explicitly described.
[0013] The present disclosure relates to enabling and
securing a remote updating or configuring of a hearing
device in a hearing system. The hearing system com-
prises a server device, a hearing device, a user acces-
sory device and a fitting device. The fitting device is con-
trolled by a dispenser and is configured to determine the
configuration data, such as fitting parameters. The server
device may be controlled by the hearing device manu-
facturer. The server device may be a distributed server
device, i.e. a server device with distributed processors.
Namely, the methods, hearing devices, user accessory
devices, and user applications disclosed herein enable
a remote configuration of the hearing device by the fitting
device, where the remote configuration is robust against
security threats, vulnerabilities and attacks by imple-
menting appropriate safeguards and countermeasures,
such as security mechanisms, to protect against threats
and attacks. The present disclosure relates to a method
for updating a hearing device configuration, which is ro-
bust against replay attacks, unauthorized access, battery
exhaustion attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks.
[0014] The present disclosure addresses a situation
that is encountered by dispensers and hearing device
users. This can be illustrated in the following example. A
hearing device user calls a dispenser (e.g. from home)

and complains about the configuration or fitting done ear-
lier at the professional dispenser’s office. To avoid having
the user come back to the dispenser’s office for a con-
figuration again, the inventors propose to have dispenser
adjust certain configuration values (e.g. +3db gain at 1
kHz) in the office and send the resulting configuration
package - or fine tuning package - to the hearing device
or a user accessory having an application installed ther-
eon to handle the hearing device. The hearing device
user is able to use the application to download the con-
figuration package and apply it to the hearing device.
However, such a retrieval of the configuration package
shall be secured, the configuration package shall be in-
tegrity protected, and the entire chain of processing lead-
ing to the installation of the configuration package on the
hearing device shall be confidential, authenticated and
integrity protected.
[0015] The present disclosure relates to hearing sys-
tem communication between entities of a hearing sys-
tem. The user accessory device forms an accessory de-
vice to the hearing device. The user accessory device is
typically paired or wirelessly coupled to the hearing de-
vice. The hearing device may be a hearing aid, e.g. of
the behind-the-ear (BTE) type, in-the-ear (ITE) type, in-
the-canal (ITC) type, receiver-in-canal (RIC) type or re-
ceiver-in-the-ear (RITE) type. Typically, the hearing de-
vice system is in possession of and controlled by the
hearing device user. The user accessory device may be
a hand-held device, such as smartphone, a smartwatch,
or a tablet computer.
[0016] As used herein the term "identifier" refers to a
piece of data that is used for identifying, such as for cat-
egorizing, and/or uniquely identifying. The identifier may
be in a form of a word, a number, a letter, a symbol, a
list, an array or any combination thereof. For example,
the identifier as a number may be in the form of an integer,
such as unsigned integer, uint, with a length, or more,
such as an array of unsigned integers. An identifier may
have a length of several bytes. For example, a hearing
device identifier may have a length of 20 bytes.
[0017] The present disclosure relates to a method per-
formed at a hearing device, for updating a hearing device
configuration at the hearing device of a hearing system.
The hearing system comprises the hearing device, a fit-
ting device configured to be controlled by a dispenser
and a server device. The method comprises receiving a
configuration package and a configuration authentication
package, such as receiving at the hearing device the con-
figuration package and the configuration authentication
package. The configuration authentication package com-
prises a dispenser certificate. The method comprises de-
termining if an update criterion is fulfilled. The update
criterion is based on verifying the configuration authen-
tication package. The method comprises updating the
hearing device configuration based on the configuration
package if the update criterion is fulfilled. The configura-
tion package comprises configuration data, such as data
related to the hearing device. The data related to the
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hearing device may comprise hearing device settings
and/or fitting parameters.
[0018] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, the hearing system comprises a
user accessory device. Receiving the configuration pack-
age and the configuration authentication package may
comprise receiving the configuration package and the
configuration authentication from the user accessory de-
vice or from a user application installed on the user ac-
cessory device. The user accessory device may have
received the configuration package and the configuration
authentication package from the fitting device and/or
from the server device.
[0019] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, determining if the update criterion
is fulfilled comprises verifying the dispenser certificate,
and the update criterion is not fulfilled if verifying the dis-
penser certificate fails. In other words, the update crite-
rion is based on verifying the dispenser certificate includ-
ed in the configuration authentication package and the
update criterion is fulfilled if verifying the dispenser cer-
tificate succeeds. Verifying the dispenser certificate com-
prises verifying that the dispenser certificate is valid, and
when it is verified that the dispenser certificate is valid,
the exemplary method may comprise proceeding to up-
dating the hearing device configuration based on the con-
figuration package.
[0020] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, verifying the dispenser certificate
comprises decrypting the dispenser certificate using a
certificate key. In other words, the configuration authen-
tication package may comprise the dispenser certificate
in encrypted form, which requires the hearing device to
be configured to decrypt the received dispenser certifi-
cate using the certificate key. In one or more exemplary
methods performed at the hearing device, verifying the
dispenser certificate comprises deriving the certificate
key based on keying material from a memory unit of the
hearing device and/or material from the configuration au-
thentication package. Deriving the certificate key may
comprise obtaining a common secret from e.g. a memory
unit of the hearing device, and calculating the certificate
key based on the common secret. For example, obtaining
the common secret may comprise retrieving the common
secret from memory unit of the hearing device using a
common secret identifier provided in the configuration
authentication package and computing the certificate key
based on the common secret and possibly a base key.
Alternatively or additionally, obtaining the common se-
cret may comprise retrieving keying material using an
identifier provided in the configuration authentication
package and computing the common secret based on
the retrieved keying material and random data.
[0021] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, the configuration authentication
package further comprises authentication data. Verifying
the dispenser certificate may comprise comparing one
or more elements of the authentication data with corre-

sponding elements of the dispenser certificate, and ver-
ifying the dispenser certificate fails if at least one ele-
ments of the authentication data does not match the cor-
responding element of the dispenser certificate. Stated
differently, the update criterion may not be fulfilled if at
least one element of the authentication data does not
match the corresponding element of the dispenser cer-
tificate, which results in the update not been triggered.
Comparing one or more elements of the authentication
data with corresponding elements of the dispenser cer-
tificate may comprise comparing one or more elements
of the authentication data received in plain text with cor-
responding elements of the decrypted dispenser certifi-
cate. For example, the authentication data comprises a
fitting type identifier received in plain text, and a fitting
key identifier received in plain text while the decrypted
dispenser certificate comprises a fitting type identifier
and, a fitting key identifier. In this example, the hearing
device compares the fitting type identifier received in
plain text with the fitting type identifier of the decrypted
dispenser certificate, and a fitting key identifier received
in plain text with the fitting key identifier of the dispenser
certificate. In this example, if the hearing device identifies
a mismatch between the fitting type identifier received in
plain text with the fitting type identifier of the decrypted
dispenser certificate, and/or between a fitting key identi-
fier received in plain text with the fitting key identifier of
the dispenser certificate, the update criterion is not ful-
filled and the update is aborted.
[0022] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, verifying the dispenser certificate
comprises determining if the fitting device and/or the dis-
penser is blacklisted, and verifying the dispenser certifi-
cate fails if the fitting device and/or the dispenser is black-
listed. For example, determining if the fitting device
and/or the dispenser is blacklisted is performed using a
blacklist comprising an identifier of a fitting device and/or
the dispenser that has been excluded from the hearing
system. The blacklist serves as a mitigation tool, for pre-
venting attacks using lost credentials. The one or more
exemplary methods performed at the hearing device may
comprise verifying a certificate type identifier of the dis-
penser certificate. Certain hearing device can only accept
configuration package from certain types of fitting devic-
es.
[0023] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, updating the hearing device con-
figuration based on the configuration package comprises
decrypting the configuration package using a configura-
tion session key. For example, updating the hearing de-
vice configuration based on the configuration package
may comprise deriving the configuration session key
based on a base key stored in the memory unit of the
hearing device. The base key may be shared or common
with the server device.
[0024] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, the configuration package com-
prises a configuration data integrity indicator, and updat-
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ing the hearing device configuration comprises verifying
the configuration data integrity indicator based on the
configuration package, and terminating or aborting the
update of the hearing device configuration based on the
configuration package if the verification of the configura-
tion data integrity indicator fails. The configuration data
integrity indicator may be computed over the configura-
tion data, e.g. using SHA1 or SHA2. If the verification of
the configuration data integrity indicator succeeds, the
update proceeds to storing the configuration data com-
prised in the configuration package. This supports pro-
tecting the hearing device from accepted configuration
data that has been tampered with.
[0025] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, the hearing device is a hearing aid,
configured to compensate for hearing loss of a user.
[0026] This disclosure relates to a hearing device com-
prising a processor configured to compensate for a hear-
ing loss of a user based on a hearing device configura-
tion; an interface; and a memory unit. The hearing device
is configured to perform the method disclosed herein.
[0027] This disclosure relates to a method performed
at a user accessory device, for remote configuration of
a hearing device in a hearing system. The method may
be performed at a user application installed on the user
accessory device. The user application is, when installed
on the user accessory device, configured to perform the
method disclosed herein as performed at the user ac-
cessory device. The hearing system comprises the hear-
ing device associated with the user accessory device,
the user accessory device, a fitting device, and a server
device. The user accessory device is associated, paired,
or coupled with the hearing device, such as wirelessly
coupled. The method comprises receiving one or more
of a configuration verification package, a configuration
authentication package, and a configuration package
from the server device, e.g. via communication link 21.
The configuration package comprises a configuration
payload block and a control block (such as metadata).
[0028] The method comprises determining if a verifi-
cation criterion is fulfilled. The verification criterion is
based at least on verifying one of the configuration ver-
ification package, the configuration authentication pack-
age, and the configuration package.
[0029] The method comprises transmitting the config-
uration authentication package and/or the configuration
package to the hearing device, via e.g. a wireless com-
munication link if the verification criterion is fulfilled. The
method may comprise transmitting the configuration
package to the hearing device only if or after the config-
uration authentication package is successfully verified.
The method may comprise omitting to transmit any of the
configuration authentication package and the configura-
tion package to the hearing device if the verification cri-
terion is not fulfilled.
[0030] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the configuration authen-
tication package comprises a second digital signature;

and the verification criterion comprises a first verification
criterion based on verifying the second digital signature.
In one or more exemplary methods performed at the user
accessory device, the verification criterion is not fulfilled
if the first verification criterion is not fulfilled. In other
words, the verification criterion may be fulfilled if the first
verification criterion is fulfilled. Verifying the second dig-
ital signature may be performed using a configuration
public key, which may be stored in the memory unit of
the user accessory device.
[0031] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the configuration verifica-
tion package comprises an integrity indicator set and/or
a first digital signature, and the verification criterion com-
prises a second verification criterion comprising a second
primary verification criterion and a second secondary ver-
ification criterion. The integrity indicator set may com-
prise a first integrity indicator, a second integrity indicator,
and optionally a third integrity indicator. The second pri-
mary verification criterion may be based on verifying the
first digital signature, such as using the configuration pub-
lic key. The second secondary verification criterion may
be based on verifying the integrity indicator set, e.g.
based on the configuration payload block, and the control
block, such as by calculating a first configuration data
integrity indicator over the configuration payload block
and comparing the calculated first configuration data in-
tegrity indicator with the received first integrity indicator
of the integrity indicator set and/or by calculating a sec-
ond configuration data integrity indicator over the control
block and comparing the calculated second configuration
data integrity indicator with the received second integrity
indicator of the integrity indicator set. The verification cri-
terion may not be fulfilled if the second primary verifica-
tion criterion or the second secondary verification crite-
rion is not fulfilled. In other words, the verification criterion
may be fulfilled if the second primary verification criterion
and the second secondary verification criterion are ful-
filled.
[0032] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the configuration verifica-
tion package, and/or the configuration authentication
package, comprise a hearing device identifier and/or an
address identifier. The verification criterion may com-
prise a third verification criterion based on the received
hearing device identifier corresponding to a hearing de-
vice identifier of the hearing device associated with the
user accessory, such as based on verifying whether the
received hearing device identifier corresponds to the
hearing device identifier of the hearing device associated
with the user accessory. Alternatively or additionally, the
verification criterion may comprise a fourth verification
criterion based on the received address identifier corre-
sponding to an address identifier of the hearing device
associated with the user accessory, e.g. based on veri-
fying whether the received address identifier corre-
sponds to an address identifier of the hearing device as-
sociated with the user accessory. The verification crite-
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rion may not be fulfilled if the third verification criterion or
the fourth verification criterion is not fulfilled. In other
words, the verification criterion may be fulfilled if the third
verification criterion and the fourth verification criterion
are fulfilled.
[0033] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the verification criterion is
not fulfilled if the first verification criterion, or the second
primary verification criterion, or the second secondary
verification criterion, or the third verification criterion or
the fourth verification criterion is not fulfilled.
[0034] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the verification criterion is
fulfilled if the first verification criterion, and the second
primary verification criterion, and the second secondary
verification criterion, and the third verification criterion
and the fourth verification criterion are fulfilled.
[0035] This disclosure relates to a user application con-
figured to be installed on a user accessory device of a
hearing system. The user accessory device comprises
a processing unit; a memory unit; and an interface. The
user application, when installed on the user accessory
device, is configured to perform the method disclosed
herein.
[0036] This disclosure relates to a user accessory de-
vice of a hearing system. The user accessory device
comprises a processing unit; a memory unit; and an in-
terface. The user accessory device is configured to per-
form the method disclosed herein.
[0037] Fig. 1 shows an exemplary hearing system 1.
The hearing system 1 comprises a server device 4, a
fitting device 2 and a hearing device 8 and an accessory
device 10. It may be envisaged that the hearing device
8 and the accessory device 10 form part of a hearing
device system 6. The user accessory device 10 is a hand-
held device such as smartphone configured to wirelessly
communicate with the hearing device 8. A user applica-
tion 12 is installed on the user accessory device 10. The
user application may be for controlling the hearing device
8 and/or assisting a hearing device user wearing/using
the hearing device 8. In one or more exemplary user ap-
plications, the user application 12 is configured to transfer
configuration data (e.g. hearing device settings or fitting
parameters), to the hearing device. The user accessory
device 10 comprises a processing unit 36, a memory unit
38, and an interface 40. The user application 12 may be
installed in the memory unit 38 of the user accessory
device 10.
[0038] The hearing device 8 comprises an antenna 24
and a radio transceiver 26 coupled to the antenna 24 for
receiving/transmitting wireless communication including
first communication link 20. The hearing device 8 com-
prises a set of microphones comprising a first micro-
phone 28 and optionally a second microphone 30 for pro-
vision of respective first and second microphone input
signals. The hearing device 8 may be a single-micro-
phone hearing device. The hearing device 8 comprises
a memory unit (not shown) connected to the processor

32, wherein configuration data, e.g. configuration or hear-
ing device settings are stored in the memory unit.
[0039] The hearing device 8 comprises a processor 32
connected to the transceiver 26 and microphones 28, 30
for receiving and processing input signals. The processor
32 is configured to compensate for a hearing loss of a
user based on hearing device settings and to provide an
electrical output signal based on the input signals. A re-
ceiver 34 converts the electrical output signal to an audio
output signal to be directed towards an eardrum of the
hearing device user.
[0040] The fitting device 2 is capable of communicating
with the server device 4 through communication link 22,
and with the hearing device system 6 through communi-
cation link 23. In an embodiment, the fitting device is con-
figured to communicate with the accessory device 10 via
communication link 23. The hearing device 8 is capable
of communicating with the user accessory device 10
through communication link 20. The user accessory de-
vice 10 may be configured to communication with the
server device 4 via communication link 21. A communi-
cation link may comprise a wireless communication link
and/or a wired communication link.
[0041] Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram of an exemplary
method 100 performed at a hearing device (such as hear-
ing device 8 of Fig. 1) according to this disclosure. The
method 100 aims at updating a hearing device configu-
ration at the hearing device of a hearing system, e.g.
based on receiving a configuration package that has
been prepared by a dispenser remotely. The method 100
comprises receiving S101 a configuration package and
a configuration authentication package, the configuration
authentication package comprising a dispenser certifi-
cate. The method 100 comprises determining S102 if an
update criterion is fulfilled. The update criterion is based
on verifying the configuration authentication package.
The method 100 comprises updating S103 the hearing
device configuration based on the configuration package
if the update criterion is fulfilled.
[0042] In one or more exemplary methods, the hearing
system comprises a user accessory device. Receiving
S101 the configuration package and the configuration
authentication package may comprise receiving S101a
the configuration package and the configuration authen-
tication from the user accessory device or from a user
application installed on the user accessory device, via
communication link 20.
[0043] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, determining S102 if the update
criterion is fulfilled comprises verifying S102a the dis-
penser certificate, and the update criterion is not fulfilled
if verifying the dispenser certificate fails.
[0044] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, verifying S102a the dispenser cer-
tificate comprises decrypting S102aa the dispenser cer-
tificate using a certificate key. In one or more exemplary
methods performed at the hearing device, verifying
S102a the dispenser certificate comprises deriving
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S102ab the certificate key based on keying material from
a memory unit of the hearing device and/or material from
the configuration authentication package. Deriving
S102ab the certificate key may comprise obtaining a
common secret from e.g. a memory unit of the hearing
device, and calculating the certificate key based on the
common secret. For example, obtaining the common se-
cret may comprise retrieving the common secret from
memory unit of the hearing device using a common secret
identifier provided in the configuration authentication
package and computing the certificate key based on the
common secret and possibly a base key. Alternatively or
additionally, obtaining the common secret may comprise
retrieving keying material using an identifier provided in
the configuration authentication package and computing
the common secret based on the retrieved keying mate-
rial and random data.
[0045] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, the configuration authentication
package further comprises authentication data. Verifying
S102a the dispenser certificate may comprise comparing
S102ac one or more elements of the authentication data
with corresponding elements of the dispenser certificate,
and verifying the dispenser certificate fails if at least one
elements of the authentication data does not match the
corresponding element of the dispenser certificate. Com-
paring S102ac one or more elements of the authentica-
tion data with corresponding elements of the dispenser
certificate may comprise comparing one or more ele-
ments of the authentication data received in plain text
with corresponding elements of the decrypted dispenser
certificate.
[0046] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, verifying S102a the dispenser cer-
tificate comprises determining S102ad if the fitting device
and/or the dispenser is blacklisted, and verifying the dis-
penser certificate fails if the fitting device and/or the dis-
penser is blacklisted. For example, determining S102ad
if the fitting device and/or the dispenser is blacklisted is
performed using a blacklist comprising an identifier of a
fitting device and/or the dispenser that has been exclud-
ed from the hearing system.
[0047] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, updating S103 the hearing device
configuration based on the configuration package com-
prises decrypting S103a the configuration package using
a configuration session key. For example, updating S103
the hearing device configuration based on the configu-
ration package may comprise deriving S103b the config-
uration session key based on a base key stored in the
memory unit of the hearing device. The base key may
be shared or common with the server device.
[0048] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, the configuration package com-
prises a configuration data integrity indicator, and updat-
ing S103 the hearing device configuration comprises ver-
ifying S103c the configuration data integrity indicator
based on the configuration package, and terminating or

aborting the update of the hearing device configuration
based on the configuration package if the verification of
the configuration data integrity indicator fails.
[0049] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the hearing device, method 100 may comprise storing
and/or applying the configuration data to the hearing de-
vice when the update criterion is fulfilled.
[0050] Fig. 3 shows a flow diagram of an exemplary
method 200 performed at a user accessory device (such
as device 10 of Fig. 1) or at a user application installed
on the user accessory device according to this disclo-
sure. Method 200 method aims at supporting a remote
configuration of a hearing device in a hearing system.
The method may be performed at a user application in-
stalled on the user accessory device. The user applica-
tion is, when installed on the user accessory device, con-
figured to perform the method 200. Method 200 compris-
es receiving S201 at the hearing device one or more of
a configuration verification package, a configuration au-
thentication package, and a configuration package from
the server device 4, e.g. via the communication link 21.
The configuration package comprises a configuration
payload block and a control block (such as metadata).
One or more of a configuration verification package, a
configuration authentication package, and a configura-
tion package may be received at the user accessory de-
vice via the server device 4from the fitting device 2, e.g.
using the communication links 21 and 22.
[0051] Method 200 comprises determining S202 if a
verification criterion is fulfilled. The verification criterion
is based at least on verifying S202a one of the configu-
ration verification package, the configuration authentica-
tion package, and the configuration package.
[0052] Method 200 comprises transmitting S203 the
configuration authentication package and/or the config-
uration package to the hearing device, e.g. via commu-
nication link 20, if the verification criterion is fulfilled. The
method may comprise transmitting the configuration
package to the hearing device only if or after the config-
uration authentication package is successfully verified.
The method may comprise omitting to transmit any of the
configuration authentication package and the configura-
tion package to the hearing device if the verification cri-
terion is not fulfilled.
[0053] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the configuration authen-
tication package comprises a second digital signature;
and the verification criterion comprises a first verification
criterion based on verifying S202a the second digital sig-
nature. In one or more exemplary methods performed at
the user accessory device, the verification criterion is not
fulfilled if the first verification criterion is not fulfilled.
[0054] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the configuration verifica-
tion package comprises an integrity indicator set and/or
a first digital signature, and the verification criterion com-
prises a second verification criterion comprising a second
primary verification criterion and a second secondary ver-
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ification criterion. The integrity indicator set may com-
prise a first integrity indicator, a second integrity indicator,
and optionally a third integrity indicator. The second pri-
mary verification criterion may be based on verifying
S202b the first digital signature, such as using the con-
figuration public key. The second secondary verification
criterion may be based on verifying S202c the integrity
indicator set, e.g. based on the configuration payload
block, and the control block, by e.g. calculating a first
configuration data integrity indicator over the configura-
tion payload block and comparing the calculated first con-
figuration data integrity indicator with the received first
integrity indicator of the integrity indicator set and/or by
calculating a second configuration data integrity indicator
over the control block and comparing the calculated sec-
ond configuration data integrity indicator with the re-
ceived second integrity indicator of the integrity indicator
set. The verification criterion may not be fulfilled if the
second primary verification criterion or the second sec-
ondary verification criterion is not fulfilled.
[0055] In one or more exemplary methods performed
at the user accessory device, the configuration verifica-
tion package, and/or the configuration authentication
package comprise a hearing device identifier and/or an
address identifier. The verification criterion may com-
prise a third verification criterion based on the received
hearing device identifier corresponding to a hearing de-
vice identifier of the hearing device associated with the
user accessory, such as based on verifying S202d
whether the received hearing device identifier corre-
sponds to the hearing device identifier of the hearing de-
vice associated with the user accessory. Alternatively or
additionally, the verification criterion may comprise a
fourth verification criterion based on the received address
identifier corresponding to an address identifier of the
hearing device associated with the user accessory, e.g.
based on verifying S202e whether the received address
identifier corresponds to an address identifier of the hear-
ing device associated with the user accessory. The ver-
ification criterion may not be fulfilled if the third verification
criterion or the fourth verification criterion is not fulfilled.
[0056] Fig. 4 schematically illustrates an exemplary
configuration package 402, and an exemplary configu-
ration verification package 412 according to this disclo-
sure.
[0057] The configuration package 402 comprising con-
figuration package data 403. The configuration package
data 403 comprises a configuration payload block 404
and a control block 406. The configuration package 402
is generated, by the fitting device in collaboration with
the server device, based on configuration data 408 for
the hearing device. The configuration package data 403
comprises the configuration data 408, which is the actual
fitting parameters or hearing device setting parameters,
which are used to configure the hearing device. The con-
figuration data 408 may be included in the configuration
package data 403 in encrypted form using a configuration
keying material comprising a configuration key. The con-

figuration package data 403 comprises a configuration
data integrity indicator 409 computed over the configu-
ration data 408, and included in the configuration pack-
age data 403. The configuration payload block 404 com-
prises the configuration data 408 and the configuration
data integrity indicator 409, which are optionally in en-
crypted form as indicated by the dashed box in Fig. 4.
The control block 406 comprises headers, length of the
configuration data and/or metadata. The fitting device
may be configured to generate the configuration package
by encrypting, e.g. using the session key, the configura-
tion package data 403, i.e. the configuration payload
block 404 and the control block 406. The configuration
package is generated at the fitting device.
[0058] The configuration verification package 412 is
generated at the server device. The configuration verifi-
cation package 412 comprises a set of integrity indica-
tors, such as a first integrity indicator 414, a second in-
tegrity indicator 416. The server receives a configuration
package 402 from the fitting device. The configuration
package 402 comprises a configuration payload block
404 and a control block 406. The server generates a con-
figuration block 419 by computing a first integrity indicator
414 based on the configuration payload block 404 and a
second integrity indicator 416 based on the control block
406, and by including the first integrity indicator 414 and
the second integrity indicator 416 into the configuration
block 419. The server device signs the configuration ver-
ification package 412 using a configuration private key.
The configuration verification package 412 comprises a
first digital signature 418. The configuration verification
package 412 is used at the user accessory device to
verify the configuration package 402 and/or the configu-
ration authentication package 502 before passing the
configuration package 402 and/or the configuration au-
thentication package 502 to the hearing device.
[0059] Fig. 5 schematically illustrates an exemplary
configuration authentication package 502 according to
this disclosure. The configuration authentication pack-
age 502 is generated by the server device. The config-
uration authentication package 502 comprises a config-
uration authentication material 504. The configuration
authentication material 504 comprises a dispenser cer-
tificate 506, which may be encrypted using a certificate
key. The server obtains a second digital signature 508
over the configuration authentication material 504 using
a configuration private key that is stored in the server
device and used for configuration purposes. The config-
uration public key and the certificate key are known to
the hearing device. The configuration authentication
package 502 comprises the second digital signature 508.
[0060] The configuration package 402 and the config-
uration authentication package 502 are received and
processed by the hearing device. The configuration au-
thentication package 502 is generated by the server de-
vice so that the hearing device can verify the integrity of
the configuration data. The configuration authentication
package 502 is used at the hearing device to authenticate
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the configuration package 402 that actually comprises
the fitting parameters or configuration data to be installed
on the hearing device.
[0061] The configuration verification package 412 is
used at the user accessory device to verify the configu-
ration package 402 and/or the configuration authentica-
tion package 502. In other words, the dispenser or the
fitting device uses the server device to create a configu-
ration authentication package 502 for a specific hearing
device, i.e. that can be verified by the specific hearing
device. The configuration authentication package 502
and the configuration package data in the configuration
package 402 are generated so that the hearing device
is able to verify that the configuration package 402 comes
from a legitimate dispenser or legitimate fitting device
and that the configuration data in the configuration pack-
age 402 has not be tampered with nor disclosed by any
other party because configuration data is private data
that can be used to perform denial of service attack or
battery exhaustion attacks on the hearing device.
[0062] Fig. 6 schematically illustrates an exemplary
hearing device 8 according to this disclosure. The hear-
ing device 8 comprises a processor 32 configured to com-
pensate for a hearing loss of a user based on a hearing
device configuration; an interface 33; and a memory unit
35. The interface 33 may comprise an antenna (such as
antenna 24 of Fig. 1) and a radio transceiver (such as
radio transceiver 26 of Fig. 1) coupled to the antenna for
receiving/transmitting wireless communication, to and
from a user accessory device, and optionally from any
of a fitting device and a server device. The hearing device
8 is configured to perform the method 100 disclosed here-
in in Fig. 2.
[0063] The hearing device 8 or the interface 33 is con-
figured to receive, e.g. from a user accessory device or
a user application installed thereon, a configuration pack-
age and a configuration authentication package, the con-
figuration authentication package comprising a fitting de-
vice certificate. The hearing device 8 or the processor 32
is configured to determine if an update criterion is fulfilled,
wherein the update criterion is based on verifying the
configuration authentication package; and to update the
hearing device configuration based on the configuration
package if the update criterion is fulfilled.
[0064] The processor 32 may be configured to verify
the dispenser certificate, and to determine that the up-
date criterion is not fulfilled if verifying the dispenser cer-
tificate fails.
[0065] The processor 32 may be configured to decrypt
the dispenser certificate using a certificate key. In one or
more exemplary hearing devices, The processor 32 may
be configured to verify the dispenser certificate by deriv-
ing the certificate key based on keying material from a
memory unit of the hearing device and/or material from
the configuration authentication package. The processor
32 may be configured to obtain a common secret from
e.g. a memory unit of the hearing device and calculating
the certificate key based on the common secret.

[0066] In one or more exemplary hearing devices, the
configuration authentication package further comprises
authentication data. The processor 32 may be configured
to verify the dispenser certificate by comparing one or
more elements of the authentication data with corre-
sponding elements of the dispenser certificate, and to
determine that verifying the dispenser certificate fails if
at least one elements of the authentication data does not
match the corresponding element of the dispenser cer-
tificate. The processor 32 may be configured to compare
one or more elements of the authentication data with cor-
responding elements of the dispenser certificate by com-
paring one or more elements of the authentication data
received in plain text with corresponding elements of the
decrypted dispenser certificate.
[0067] The processor 32 may be configured to verify
the dispenser certificate by determining if the fitting de-
vice and/or the dispenser is blacklisted, and to determine
that verifying the dispenser certificate fails if the fitting
device and/or the dispenser is blacklisted. For example,
determining if the fitting device and/or the dispenser is
blacklisted is performed using a blacklist comprising an
identifier of a fitting device and/or the dispenser that has
been excluded from the hearing system.
[0068] The processor 32 may be configured to update
the hearing device configuration based on the configu-
ration package by decrypting the configuration package
using a configuration session key, such as by deriving
the configuration session key based on a base key stored
in the memory unit 35 of the hearing device. The base
key may be shared or common with the server device.
[0069] In one or more exemplary hearing devices, the
configuration package comprises a configuration data in-
tegrity indicator, and the processor 32 may be configured
to update the hearing device configuration based on the
configuration package by verifying the configuration data
integrity indicator based on the configuration package,
and by terminating or aborting the update of the hearing
device configuration based on the configuration package
if the verification of the configuration data integrity indi-
cator fails.
[0070] The processor 32 may be configured to update
the hearing device configuration based on the configu-
ration package by storing the configuration data in the
memory unit 35 in order to apply the stored configuration
data to the hearing device for a configuration update.
[0071] The hearing device 8 or the processing unit 32
is arranged to execute methods for updating the hearing
device configuration as disclosed herein. The hearing
device 8 or the processing unit 32 may further comprise
a number of optional functional modules, such as any of
a determine module 32a configured to perform steps
S102 and optionally S102a, S102aa-ad, and an update
module 32b configured to perform step S103. The func-
tionality of each functional module 32a-b is disclosed in
the context of which the functional modules 32a-b may
be used in Fig. 2 and accompanying text. In general
terms, each functional module 32a-b may be implement-
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ed in hardware or in software. Preferably, one, more, or
all functional modules 32a-b may be implemented by the
processing module 32, possibly in cooperation with func-
tional units 35 and 33. The processing module 32 may
thus be arranged to fetch instructions from the memory
module 35 as provided by a functional module 32a-c and
to execute these instructions, thereby performing any
steps as disclosed herein in Fig. 2.
[0072] Fig. 7 schematically illustrates an exemplary us-
er accessory device 10 according to this disclosure. The
user accessory device 10 comprises a processing unit
36, a memory unit 38, and an interface 40. The user ap-
plication 12 may be installed in the memory unit 38 of the
user accessory device 10.
[0073] The user accessory device 10 or the interface
40 is configured to receive one or more of a configuration
verification package, a configuration authentication
package, and a configuration package from the server
device. The configuration verification package may com-
prise an integrity indicator set and a first digital signature.
The configuration authentication package may comprise
a second digital signature. The configuration package
comprises a configuration payload block and a control
block.
[0074] The user accessory device 10 or the processing
unit 36 is configured to determine if a verification criterion
is fulfilled, wherein the verification criterion is based at
least on one of the configuration verification package,
the configuration authentication package, and the con-
figuration package.
[0075] The user accessory device 10 or the interface
40 is configured to transmit the configuration authentica-
tion package and/or the configuration package to the
hearing device, e.g. via communication link 20, if the ver-
ification criterion is fulfilled.
[0076] In one or more exemplary user accessory de-
vices, the configuration authentication package compris-
es a second digital signature; and the verification criterion
comprises a first verification criterion based on verifying
the second digital signature using the processing unit 36.
In one or more exemplary user accessory devices, the
verification criterion is not fulfilled if the first verification
criterion is not fulfilled.
[0077] In one or more exemplary user accessory de-
vices, the configuration verification package comprises
an integrity indicator set and/or a first digital signature,
and the verification criterion comprises a second verifi-
cation criterion comprising a second primary verification
criterion and a second secondary verification criterion.
The integrity indicator set may comprise a first integrity
indicator, a second integrity indicator and optionally a
third integrity indicator. The second primary verification
criterion may be based on verifying the first digital signa-
ture using the processing unit 36, such as using the con-
figuration public key. The second secondary verification
criterion may be based on verifying the integrity indicator
set using the processing unit 36, e.g. based on the con-
figuration payload block and the control block, by e.g.

calculating a first configuration data integrity indicator
over the configuration payload block and comparing the
calculated first configuration data integrity indicator with
the received first integrity indicator of the integrity indica-
tor set and/or by calculating a second configuration data
integrity indicator over the control block and comparing
the calculated second configuration data integrity indica-
tor with the received second integrity indicator of the in-
tegrity indicator set. The verification criterion may not be
fulfilled if the second primary verification criterion or the
second secondary verification criterion is not fulfilled.
[0078] In one or more exemplary user accessory de-
vices, the configuration verification package and/or the
configuration authentication package comprise a hearing
device identifier and/or an address identifier. The verifi-
cation criterion may comprise a third verification criterion
based on the received hearing device identifier corre-
sponding to a hearing device identifier of the hearing de-
vice associated with the user accessory, such as based
on verifying using the processing unit 36 whether the
received hearing device identifier corresponds to the
hearing device identifier of the hearing device associated
with the user accessory. Alternatively or additionally, the
verification criterion may comprise a fourth verification
criterion based on the received address identifier corre-
sponding to an address identifier of the hearing device
associated with the user accessory, e.g. based on veri-
fying using the processing unit 36 whether the received
address identifier corresponds to an address identifier of
the hearing device associated with the user accessory.
The verification criterion may not be fulfilled if the third
verification criterion or the fourth verification criterion is
not fulfilled.
[0079] The user accessory device 10 or the processing
unit 36 is arranged to execute methods for remote con-
figuration of the hearing device 8 as disclosed herein (e.
g. in Fig. 3). The user accessory device 10 or the process-
ing unit 36 may further comprise a number of optional
functional modules, such as any of a determine module
36a configured to perform steps S202 and optionally
steps S202a-e. The functionality of module 36a is dis-
closed in the context of which the functional modules 36a
may be used in Fig. 3 and accompanying text. In general
terms, functional module 36a may be implemented in
hardware or in software. Preferably, functional module
36a may be implemented by the processing module 36,
possibly in cooperation with functional units 38 and 40.
The processing module 36 may thus be arranged to fetch
instructions from the memory module 38 as provided by
a functional module 32a and to execute these instruc-
tions, thereby performing any steps as disclosed herein
in Fig. 3.
[0080] The use of the terms "first", "second", "third"
and "fourth", etc. does not imply any particular order, but
are included to identify individual elements. Moreover,
the use of the terms first, second, etc. does not denote
any order or importance, but rather the terms first, sec-
ond, etc. are used to distinguish one element from an-
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other. Note that the words first and second are used here
and elsewhere for labelling purposes only and are not
intended to denote any specific spatial or temporal or-
dering. Furthermore, the labelling of a first element does
not imply the presence of a second element and vice
versa.
[0081] Although particular features have been shown
and described, it will be understood that they are not in-
tended to limit the claimed invention, and it will be made
obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes
and modifications may be made without departing from
the spirit and scope of the claimed invention. The spec-
ification and drawings are, accordingly to be regarded in
an illustrative rather than restrictive sense. The claimed
invention is intended to cover all alternatives, modifica-
tions and equivalents.

LIST OF REFERENCES

[0082]

1 hearing system
2 fitting device
4 server device
6 hearing device system
8 hearing device
10 user accessory device
12 user application
20 communication link between user accessory de-

vice and hearing device
21 communication link between server device and

user accessory device
22 communication link between fitting device and

server device
23 communication link between fitting device and

hearing device system
24 antenna
26 radio transceiver
28 first microphone
30 second microphone
32 processor
32a determine module
32b update module
33 interface
34 receiver
35 memory unit
36 processing unit
36a determine module
38 memory unit
40 interface
100 method performed in the hearing device
200 method performed in the user accessory device

or the user application
402 configuration package
403 configuration package data
404 configuration payload block
406 configuration control block
408 configuration data

409 configuration data integrity indicator
412 configuration verification package
414 first integrity indicator
416 second integrity indicator
418 first digital signature
419 configuration block
502 configuration authentication package
504 configuration authentication material
506 dispenser certificate
508 second digital signature

Claims

1. A method, performed at a hearing device, for updat-
ing a hearing device configuration at the hearing de-
vice of a hearing system, the hearing system com-
prising the hearing device, a fitting device configured
to be controlled by a dispenser and a server device,
the method comprising:

- receiving a configuration package and a con-
figuration authentication package, the configu-
ration authentication package comprising a dis-
penser certificate;
- determining if an update criterion is fulfilled,
wherein the update criterion is based on verify-
ing the configuration authentication package;
and
- updating the hearing device configuration
based on the configuration package if the update
criterion is fulfilled.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the hearing
system comprises a user accessory device, and
wherein receiving the configuration package and the
configuration authentication package comprises re-
ceiving [the configuration package and the configu-
ration authentication from the user accessory device
or] from a user application installed on the user ac-
cessory device.

3. Method according to any of claims 1-2, wherein de-
termining if the update criterion is fulfilled comprises
verifying the dispenser certificate, wherein the up-
date criterion is not fulfilled if verifying the dispenser
certificate fails.

4. Method according to claim 3, wherein verifying the
dispenser certificate comprises decrypting the dis-
penser certificate using a certificate key.

5. Method according to any of claims 3-4, wherein the
configuration authentication package further com-
prises authentication data; wherein verifying the dis-
penser certificate comprises comparing one or more
elements of the authentication data with correspond-
ing elements of the dispenser certificate, and where-
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in verifying the dispenser certificate fails if at least
one or more elements of the authentication data
does not match the corresponding element of the
dispenser certificate.

6. Method according to claim 5 as dependent on claim
4, wherein comparing one or more elements of the
authentication data with corresponding elements of
the dispenser certificate comprises comparing one
or more elements of the authentication data received
in plain text with corresponding elements of the de-
crypted dispenser certificate.

7. Method according to any of claims 3-6, wherein ver-
ifying the dispenser certificate comprises determin-
ing if the fitting device and/or the dispenser is black-
listed, and wherein verifying the dispenser certificate
fails if the fitting device and/or the dispenser is black-
listed.

8. Method according to any of claims 1-7, wherein up-
dating the hearing device configuration based on the
configuration package comprises decrypting the
configuration package using a configuration session
key.

9. Method according to any of claims 1-8, wherein the
configuration package comprises a configuration da-
ta integrity indicator, and wherein updating the hear-
ing device configuration comprises verifying the con-
figuration data integrity indicator based on the con-
figuration package, and terminating the update of
the hearing device configuration based on the con-
figuration package if the verification of the configu-
ration data integrity indicator fails.

10. Method according to any of claims 1-9, wherein the
hearing device is a hearing aid.

11. A method, performed at a user accessory device, for
remote configuration of a hearing device in a hearing
system, the hearing system comprising the hearing
device associated with the user accessory device,
the user accessory device, a fitting device and a serv-
er device, the method comprising:

- receiving one or more of a configuration veri-
fication package, a configuration authentication
package, and a configuration package from the
server device, wherein the configuration pack-
age comprises a configuration payload block
and a control block;
- determining if a verification criterion is fulfilled,
wherein the verification criterion is based on at
least verifying one of the configuration verifica-
tion package, the configuration authentication
package, and the configuration package; and
- transmitting the configuration authentication

package and/or the configuration package to the
hearing device if the verification criterion is ful-
filled.

12. Method according to claim 11, wherein the configu-
ration authentication package comprises a second
digital signature; and wherein the verification criteri-
on comprises a first verification criterion based on
verifying the second digital signature; and wherein
the verification criterion is not fulfilled if the first ver-
ification criterion is not fulfilled.

13. Method according to any of claims 11-12, wherein
the configuration verification package comprises an
integrity indicator set and/or a first digital signature;
and wherein the verification criterion comprises:

- a second verification criterion comprising a
second primary verification criterion and a sec-
ond secondary verification criterion;
- wherein the second primary verification crite-
rion is based on verifying the first digital signa-
ture;
- wherein the second secondary verification cri-
terion is based on verifying the integrity indicator
set; and
- the verification criterion is not fulfilled if the sec-
ond primary verification criterion or the second
secondary verification criterion is not fulfilled.

14. Method according to any of claims 11-13, wherein
the configuration verification package and/or the
configuration authentication package comprise a
hearing device identifier and/or an address identifier,
and wherein the verification criterion comprises:

- a third verification criterion based on the re-
ceived hearing device identifier corresponding
to a hearing device identifier of the hearing de-
vice associated with the user accessory; and/or
- a fourth verification criterion based on the re-
ceived address identifier corresponding to an
address identifier of the hearing device associ-
ated with the user accessory;
- the verification criterion is not fulfilled if the third
verification criterion or the fourth verification cri-
terion is not fulfilled.

15. A hearing device comprising:

- a processor configured to compensate for a
hearing loss of a user based on a hearing device
configuration;
- an interface; and
- a memory unit,

wherein the hearing device is configured to perform
the method according to any one of claims 1 to 10.
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16. A user application configured to be installed on a
user accessory device of a hearing system, the user
accessory device comprising a processing unit; a
memory unit; and an interface, wherein the user ap-
plication, when installed on the user accessory de-
vice, is configured to perform the method according
to any one of claims 11-14.
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